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100% Pass Lead2pass 400-101 New Questions Free Version: https://www.lead2pass.com/400-101.html QUESTION 11Which two
EtherChannel modes can create an LACP EtherChannel ? A. onB. activeC. passiveD. autoE. desirableAnswer: BC
QUESTION 12Which command can you enter to disable logging for terminal lines? A. no logging trapB. no logging monitorC.
no logging bufferD. no logging consoleE. no logging count Answer: B QUESTION 13Which two options are purposes of
MSDP SA filtering? (Choose two.) A. to allow the filtering of PIM messages between peersB. to allow all SA message to be
processed by MSDP peersC. to improve the scalability of an MSDP multicast environmentD. to reduce the number of multicast
address that are shared to MSDP peersE. to allow the filtering of IGMP messages between peersF. to reduce the number of
multicast address that are distributed to other devices in the same multicast domain Answer: CD QUESTION 14Which options is the
default LACP load-balancing algorithm for IP traffic on Layer 3? A. the source and destinnation IP portB. the destination IP port
C. the source and destination IP addressD. the destination PorteE. the source IP port Answer: C QUESTION 15Refer to the
exhibit. Which network script automation option or tool is used in the exhibit?

A. EEMB. PythonC. Bash scriptD. NETCONFE.
of this configuration are true? (Choose two.)

REST Answer: B QUESTION 16Refer to the exhibit. Which two effects
A. The
priority
queue is
disabled.
B. Queue 1 is allocated 4 percent of the available bandwidth and queue 2 is allocated 2 percent of the available bandwidth.C.
Queue 1 is a priority queue that is allocated 1/3 of the available bandwidth.D. Queue 1 is served twice as fast as queue 2.E.
Queue 1 is a priority queue that is allocated 2/3 of the available bandwidth.F. Queue 2 is served twice as fast sa queue 1. Answer:
AD QUESTION 17Which three statements are true about the spanning-tree loop guard feature? (Choose three) A. Loop guard
affects UplinkFast operation.B. Loop guard can be enabled on PortFast ports.C. Loop guard operation is not affected by the
spanning-tree timers.D. Loop guard must be enabled on point-to-point link only.E. Loop guard cannot be enabled on a switch
that also has root guard enabled.F. Loop guard can detect a unidirectional link in the same way as UDLD. Answer: CDE
QUESTION 18Refer to the exhibit. Which statement about the 192.168.100.0/24 destination network is true?

A. The Reported Distance for the Successor is 128256.B. The metric installed into the route table is 435200.C. he metric
installed into the route table is 128256.D. The Reported Distance for the Feasible Successor is 409600. Answer: A QUESTION 19
Which statement about STP port states is true? A. A port in the blocking state remains in that state for 30 seconds before
transitioning to the listening state.B. Listening and learing are transtory port states that use the forward delay timer.C. When a
port transitions to the learning state, it can send and receive data frames.D. A port in the blocking state learns address and receives
BPDUs. Answer: B QUESTION 20Which two statements are true about an EVPL? (Choose two.) A. It has a high degree of
transparency.B. It does not allow for service multiplexing.C. The EVPL service is also referred to as E-line.D. It is a
point-to-point Ethernet connection between a pair of UNIs. Answer: CD 400-101 dumps full version (PDF&VCE):
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